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 [Applause]

Andreas Weigend:  Ladies and gentlemen, it's great to be here, thank you for the invitation. It's a great opportunity for me, to actually reflect back on what has happened in the last ten years. I have to confess, I am depressed.


 [Laughter]


 Yesterday, when I got here from the airport, I shared the elevator with four big garbage bins and the cleaning lady. In one of those garbage bins there was a whole stack of issues from the communications of the ACM. From the last century.


 [Laughter]


 And what was on the top of it? This one: March 1997 "Recommend assistance: linking users by similar interests." So I decided, I'll have a look what happened in the last ten years. So all these papers were written more than a decade ago, and just to give us Internet time here, they were written about 25 percent in World Wide Web time. Because it was '93‑'94, and now it's 2006, that's about a quarter of where we are right now. As I said, I was depressed that all these promises there, I think most of it I could just submit as papers right now, and it would probably be accepted. Why have we not actually made the progress? Why can we still write the same papers and why is it still the level of people board x, also board y, which is just making one big matrix doing tf‑idf and hoping for the best?


 I think one of the answers here is that it is not just data analysis, it is not just statistics in the usual sense, but it is carrying out experiments where the difference lies. I've spent many evenings over many bottles of wine in the stats department at the University of Washington, and we discussed what would we need to do in order to improve recommendation algorithms, and we always came to the same answer. Unless we can not only get the files from eBay sent to us of what happened, but unless we can run experiments in real time swapping different models of algorithms in and out, I think progress is just very, very hard.


 What I want to do today is to be forward‑looking and I want to talk about what we call Web 2.0, what we call Web 3.0 and then leave lots of space for you for discussions. Ten years ago I was a social professor at NYU in Information Systems and since then I've don a number of things, I've worked with a number of companies in these Web 2.0 ‑ Web 3.0 areas. and I think you'll gain more from asking me questions and me trying to answer them rather than me just using the full hour and talking.


 So to set the stage, what is Web 2.0? Web 2.0 can best, in my perspective, be characterized by the reversal of a pyramid. This one is the old world; professors pontificating, students listening. Or in France, the Academie Francaise deciding how language will be used and the subjects using it. What we have been seeing in the last few years is that pyramid turning upside down. For me that is a super exciting and empowering experience. It is no longer a few people who determine meaning, but it is Wittgensteinian, meaning equal use.


 Here are some implications of that. YouTube is a service out of the Bay area, where every day about 30 million downloads of videos happen. Every day about 35,000 new videos are uploaded. An example of that is two boys from Guangzhou, called the Back Door Boys, who are lip synching to the Back Street Boys, had 14 million downloads within a short time, and is now used by a major soft drink manufacturer in China to promote their drink.


 Going back one step here, here is from NetFlix, on the x‑axis is the time and on the y‑axis is logarithmically the number of turns per year, and what happens to be the case is half of the turns are not in physical stores. By allowing discovery in the long tail through recommended systems a la 1996, in the ACMC there, they flatten this curve and more and more stuff gets sent out, which is in the tail of the distribution. This is effect number one.


 Effect number two is that in the world of user‑generated content, that tail dramatically grows, like our Back Door Boys from Guangzhou. And so those two effects don't cancel each other, but really push the head down, the head, which is sometimes called the "tyranny of physical space" of stores where you actually have stuff sitting there and you have to worry about selling it. So one, discovery mechanisms help us to get into the tail; two, the creation of new items in the tail has changed by several orders of magnitude over the last couple of years. That's one of the big differences between ten years ago and now, that the barrier of creation, of entry, has basically gone down to zero.


 MySpace, who of you has a MySpace account?


 Audience member: My daughter.


 Andreas Weingend: There are two kinds of parents; those who know that their children have MySpace accounts, and those who don't.


 [Laughter]


 Sixty million people have MySpace accounts. As you know, MySpace was sold last year for about 600 million, and that might seem like a large number, particularly to the founders, but if you think about it, it's ten bucks per person. That's not a huge user acquisition cost, ten dollars per person. By the way, MySpace made 79 cents per user last year, so not quite earnings which are reflected in the price. In contrast to this, since we have a Korean here, if we take Cyworld, which is mobile and Internet, about 90 percent of people between 18 and 30 are active Cyworld users. There's a wonderful paper out of CMU by a graduate student on Cyworld addiction. Cyworld makes about 10 dollars per year off people. Why? Because users can create virtual items and trade them, and they expire after a certain time. So, maybe you want to buy something for your friend, a blanket because it's cold in Korea in the winter, and after one month, unless you renew the subscription for the blanket, your virtual friend will be virtually very cold. They are very interesting things. But, let's stay closer to business.


 I want to make one more remark here; these recommendations, from ten years ago, do work well. Here's an example which Neil Hunt, when he was teaching a class in my course at Stanford last year used that making the point that these simple recommendations, which are based on people explicitly saying how much they like a movie are twice as big as whatever you can come up with on the average. Putting stuff on the home page is only a quarter as good as algorithmic recommendations.


 This brings me to the point I made last year when I was here, there is this page Net Flix includes. What is this page about? It says, "Please be patient as we are analyzing your ratings and finding personal recommendations." That gives a two digit lift off sales afterwards, compared to not having that page. The page is not needed, but giving the user the feeling that something is happening there, something good must be coming out.


 [Laughter]


 That is what I want to call article experimentation. The sad story for academics is that we don't have access to those experiments, which the big companies all run. The secret behind Google, eBay and Amazon is that they, at any given point of time, run hundreds of experiments. This industrial economy notion that you ship finished product ‑ who of you knows which version of Google you're using? Of course not. We all know that we are using XP or something like this, but that's a very different agile process, sometimes called constant beta. Flickr, the picture sharing service that was bought by Yahoo a couple years ago, said that they released new versions every half hour. So, these are very different ways of closing the feedback loop. On Internet time means, for me, to measure these things, basically small effects in real‑time.


 From there I want to move on to architectures of participation and show you some examples. That is what Web 2.0 is. If you go to Technorati or to Ice Rocket they count 40 million blogs. The word which I didn't hear in the past hour, but had expected to hear is RSS. Blogs are just one blip in the universe of people writing about what they had for breakfast in most cases. But, RSS feeds are dramatically changing how communication is going to happen. For example, the fact that United sends out a newsletter by email is so '90s in some way, because I want to read it when I want to, not when they feel I should be reading it. Then, what I read should be ranked by what my friends are reading. So, the email behavior and the general staff behavior are totally different. I think it's a question of a couple years when email behavior will change dramatically as a person to person communication.


 You know by the way, that teenagers now think that email is for old people. I last heard this a year ago at Stanford, when someone said, "If you really want an email, I'll send you an email, but that's for old people." It really is a different world of teenagers and undergraduates, at least, being totally immersed in IM, instant messaging, text messaging in China.


 I talked to Danny Cardaman on Saturday, we were thinking about whether the ways we have grown up over the past couple of thousand years, which of those ways still hold, given that our attention now is shared between dozens of friends who come in and go. I can't do that! I'm too old for that. You sit there and see so and so signed on, and ignore it. Well, why do you have it on then? People are like monkeys in the zoo; they have to be present with their fellow species there. I don't know whether it's good or bad, what the implications are, but it is certainly a very different communication world that we live in.


 Web 2.0 is about architectures of participation, of producing stuff. It's about consumer‑created content. Forty million blogs; little dots on the sky. Web 3.0 is about connecting the dots. It's about architectures of interaction, social networks, and the difference between getting it right and getting it wrong is epsilon, which will have a huge effect down the road. Social networks are example of architectures of interaction.


 I made this slide for you, where I try to think a little bit about where we were twenty years ago, when I was doing my Ph.D., ten years ago right after the Netscape IPO, and where we are now. Ten years ago we worried about stickiness; we worried about increasing the barrier of exit, making it hard for people to go from here to there. We made it hard for them to take out their data. Some companies like Google still try to do that. Google thinks they own my search data; what a pathetic view! I co‑own my data, of course. In A9 or at Amazon, for instance, you can take your purchases straight out and say "How much would I pay for that at Barnes & Noble?" The idea there was we give you data and we own them, and we will not let you share them, to the syndication view, which we have ten years later, where it's about lowering the barrier of entry. Different philosophies, the first one somewhat limited, the second, I think, is much more exciting.


 People are now producers, co‑creators. There is a network of people commenting on each other, and sometimes it's called the read‑write web. Let me show you, as an example, my HTML 1.0 page. When I click here on tags, this goes to Del.icio.us, and that page now surfaces all the people who add little tags to my home page. This suddenly is a very different geography on top of the web. The old web was about control, "I am putting in the links where I want to put the links." It got somewhat softened by Google finding things which might have a similar content. But this is Web 2.0. I don't know any of these people here who write in different languages, but find it worth putting little tags onto my page. Why do they do this? Primarily for themselves, selfishness is a good initial idea. Why do they put it up on a server? Because they might have several computers or Chinese people might just share a computer in some lab. The power now comes from those being public.


 I've worked with Joshua Schacter at Del.icio.us, and we had lots of debates on whether we should allow people to have private tags or public, and Joshua was a very strong fan of making it only public tags. Which excludes, of course, some people who want to have VIP in what they have discovered there, because if you discovered one tag and click on the tag you see everything else they discovered in the world. So, this is one example of Web 2.0 where people with an absolute minimum barrier of entry can tag websites and the power is that it is not just done for them, but the selfishness becomes selflessness, if you will, by them sharing it with the rest of the world. You can then, of course, explore what else might be interesting here, for example, ecommerce, and now you dive in and discover what other stuff this person has looked at in ecommerce or who else has looked at a certain page. You see how the discovery here works in a very different way.


 It's not statistical discovery, it's not coming up with better recommending systems, but it's much more people‑based. It's not taking the average of a population, but following an individual. Quite different from what we had ten years ago.


 Sometimes, tongue in cheek, we say there used to be the notion of a controlled taxonomy. That really didn't work. That's not the way the world works. Items belong to many groups. Let's call it a "tags‑onomy", that's what I just showed you.


 The web ten years ago had a spatial metaphor, and it was a static web. Even my old page here does not have a temporal dimension to it. In contrast, the web now has a very strong temporal dimension to it. The order parameter has really become time. Another demo here. For example, if I say, "Who is talking about me right now?" on Technorati, this is today, this is one day ago. Ominews is another thing which came out of Korea, it's a citizen newspaper. There are something like 10,000 citizens writing the newspaper. I recommend that you get a feeling of how big of a movement that is. This is really a reversal of the pyramid that I showed you before, putting things upside down. The interesting thing is nowadays, you can access those little traces people leave primarily for themselves.


 How does discovery work? For me, that is at the heart, how we discover stuff. Twenty years ago, it was that people sent us email. Ten years ago it was discovery based on hyperlinks and soon thereafter based on search. Hyperlinks are controlled by the authors, so you discover only what they want you to discover. Often, authors won't have links to papers that say what day it is, companies won't have links to competing products. To some degree, search, which we sometimes call Web 1.5, had the problem of initially of finding stuff and quickly changed to the problem of having the most relevant stuff on top.


 Now, discovery is happening in very different ways. The two ways I want to highlight are based on social data and metadata. Let's start with metadata. In '99 we started a company called Moodlogic, which had as its purpose to collect metadata about music, on the song level, in order to help people discover songs they didn't know about. So I devised a survey of 35 questions and ran it on a few subjects at school first, and then rolled it on the web. We never paid people. After one year we had one billion explicit clicks where people told us about songs. We could have never paid people for that. Even a cent per click would have been 10 million dollars. So, I learned early on that people actually are willing to do stuff if it's interesting to them and they don't feel that you're trying to control them. Many companies are not understanding that yet. I talked to a major magazine publisher in Italy and he wanted to have blogs, but "please!" only blogs with the same political convictions that he has. It's not happening that way.


 For the social relations, there is an interesting company in Germany called Open Business Club, similar to Linked In, in the United States. In a very smart way, Open BC allows people to rate how much they trust the other person, and looks at asymmetries in relationships to compute things about the different people. We allow people to tag what they trust people in: marketing, finding good food, travel reservations. In that way we collect stuff about people, but in a way that is useful to a person who sorts the colleagues and acquaintances that he has through Open BC. Another thing is who do you think are the cool people who show you things first, helping to find innovators. The difference is, in Amazon.com, where I worked with Jimmy Pan on finding early adopters and people who had a good feeling of what would be cool; we only looked at the data. Not as strong as providing people with an architecture of participation where they can do something which is useful for them and then we have much more fun in looking at that implicit data along with the explicit data they give us. What's important is to set it us so we can get as much as possible out of it.


 At its heart is that we move from clicks to search terms, which already have more information in them, because you can only click on something which is already on the page, but when you search for something you express your intention. Every day there are maybe 1, 000 intention exchanges or expressions you have. "Where is the bathroom?" is an example. But more powerful and specific than the intention is to express attention. Attention on the web is really well done by labeling stuff. Think about it: you've found something you were searching for, and now as you tag it you're thinking, "What should I call that thing so I will be able to retrieve it later?" And as soon as you give that tag as an example of giving attention to something, you will see how other people use that tag. So that's how "tagsonomy" evolves. By people working hard and concentrating on something as opposed to some paying some monkeys, for example, to organize songs according to how they feel right now when the may just feel that they want to go home.


 From a managerial perspective there are three issues: the technological, the societal issue or the risk of PR, and the incentive issue, that is, how do I set it up so people actually do things. For example, Amazon.com uses wikis now, similar to Wikipedia, where text is collaboratively created. Product descriptions are very hard. So, the idea of letting the customers write their own descriptions as opposed to reviewers, which are not always coherent or useful, so why don't we give wikis to people? And on the wiki side the question is how much of it do we need to do so that people participate, by adding incentives. You saw on Del.icio.us that the top entry was the guy who first tagged my page. What do you need to give people to allow them to participate? These are the deep questions. Technological questions have become simple. That is a big difference to the CACM issue there, that nowadays, integration of recommendation systems such as Bruce Abrosio's clever set is less than 24 hours because Ajax and other things, computations actually happen on the web instead of going into the company and getting it done there. The PR issue, companies overestimate the risk and underestimate the risk of nobody will come play.


 Another couple examples of participation. Here is an example of a little box we came up with at Amazon.com where we tried to capture the attention of the millions of visitors every day. How can we capture their attention, not to push stupid stuff down their throats, but how can we capture their attention when they see a little box on our site? The idea was to have this box, and you can write whatever you want in the bottom of the box, and about 500 to 1,000 such forms which come back in a given day, so all you need is to pay one person, who doesn't have to be particularly qualified, to manually sort the messages and send them to the right departments, and you constantly learn new stuff about where your site is wrong.


 It happened two years ago that Amazon said that the local market for shops 70 to 90 billion dollars. That's a big market, multiple times Amazon's market capitalization. How can we tap into the local market? There were a couple of trucks that drove through the cities, in this case, San Francisco close to where I live, and they took all these pictures. Similar idea to Moodlogic in '99, we can't pay people to fix the pictures for us. But we have to tap into those people who actually care; in this case, if I owned a shop I would care if the picture was right. So we have a simple interface where you can decide which is the right picture and you can submit it.


 I want to close by talking a little more about this button up here and how I personally see the next monetization happening. This is new, I haven't talked about it and I want to see what you think. In this case it was a button where it was taking the cost per click that you pay for a click, as you pay for a call model. When I teach, I demo it, last time in Singapore, I clicked a button and I had a very confused person at Costco when I explained that I was in Singapore. The phone actually rings and the person picks up the phone and they pay 10 cents to Amazon, and presumably they don't get calls from someone in Singapore saying they're just demo‑ing it, because they don't know that the call comes in a different way than if I had just dialed it manually.


 So where do I think things are going here in the Web 2.0/Web 3.0 dimension? We saw that the social aspect and the architectures of interaction is an important element. We have two poles at the end, maintenance ‑ that if my friend changes their mobile number I still want to be able to call them, the first degree relationships as we have them in Cyworld, and on the other end, discovery. The world is a big place, lots of people want to talk to lots of people. The problem is we don't have the ways of prioritizing this. If you think about your mobile phone, it is so smart. It knows who your friends are, presumably the people you have numbers for. It knows your schedule, where you are right now. In my case it knows my email and who I respond to right away and who I don't respond to. It knows my to do list. Yet, it is so dumb, it rings or it doesn't ring, namely when I turn it off. How pathetic. Now, when I'm at a talk, I don't want it to ring. We have a completely untapped market for those things.


 So, I think we have maybe a hundred times more attention exchanges than we do monitor exchanges. I want to create a market for attention. With voice over IP and phone numbers virtually free to create, I would like to have good till cancel numbers. For each of these number, I'm willing to charge you or to pay you, depending on who it is. If someone calls who I don't know, maybe I'll charge more. For example, on a dating site I charge 10 bucks for the first three minutes, and if we're still talking then, I'm happy to pay for it. I got paid for my last consulting by mobile phone and PayPal. When I was stuck in the airport, I would have been willing to talk to anyone for free!


 Think about that. You're smart people, you know about models and economics and fixed points and things like that. From a technological viewpoint we are here. The technological elements are in place. The payment is here, the notification system, at least in Asia is omnipresent, and then we can study, are people actually aware of how much their time is worth? All of these books about how to lose weight are simple; eat less, exercise more. The secret there is that people really want to understand exactly what it is they are doing.


 For people who use a Mac, this is a wonderful application. A grad student at MIT who now works for France Telecom, Edison Thomas wrote a little applet that lets you see how you spend your time. There's another company in New York, Route Markets, route.net where you download a Firefox plugin that records every click and you can find out how much time you spend on Google and how much on other things. Understanding yourself and learning to monetizing your time, not meaning that everybody should make money here, it could mean in the case of the calls that I pay the company and he pays the company and we never know that we're paying each other. So that in terms of architectures of interaction is for me the way I see things going.


 To summarize, I reflected on how discovery has changed over the last ten to fifteen years. Discovery used to be by people, then by hyperlinks, then by search. Recommended systems haven't changed in the past decade. What has changed is that people are willing to do much more explicit work than we ever expected them to do. Millions of blogs being created every month, people tagging millions of websites in moments when we actually have their attention focused on the task at hand. Those data are much more valuable for discovery than the implicit data we collected before. From the architecture of participation, we are moving towards architecture of interaction, which means we should collect data about the interaction between people using the tagging paradigm which has worked very well in the architecture of participation and my personal belief is that we need to add the dimension of a payment system, real or funny money. That's what I wanted to present here.


 [Applause]


Q&A
 

Andreas Weigend:  Let's do questions first about people who are excited about it, and then you can integrate your questions into the discussion. I think that's it, if you don't mind?

Host:  That's fine, that would be very good.

Andreas Weigend:  OK, let's start simply, once around the room here. Kalynn?

Kalynn:  Definitely this is fascinating in lots of ways of thinking. I feel like we academics are trying to rush and capture what's really happening. The question is, this is all new and interesting and exciting, and probably like you said, our kids know more about it that we do at this point.

Kalynn:  But where do you see the analysis coming in, where are the statistical analysis, data mining, where are those going? Are we still trying to reverse engineer the systems, and not have the outside data, trying to understand how they create those positions? Where are the analysts, where the research should be going?

Andreas Weigend:  The underlying structure, which I had hoped to have here, is that we moved from analysis and data mining, which you guys know to do very well, to thinking about experiments, which is unfortunately somewhat already out of the realm off to academia. I gave, when I talked here a year or two years ago, I gave the experiment of the left hand side of the shopping cart, shopping cart of the right hand side, and that makes a 1.5 percent difference.

Andreas Weigend:  So, doing experiments is the next one. Then I moved to user‑created content, which is yet another dimension beyond just doing data analysis. Yes, what's interesting is to potentially analyze the social networks there. But, why do we analyze things? I think that is the key question. Why do we do what we do? What can we actually change by doing this? And in the case of people trusting people in one direction and not trusting each other in the other direction; that gives us insights in order to who to present, if you want to discover new people. So, there is this button on some dating sites. "Show me more like him!"

Andreas Weigend:  Well, which aspect is it about him which I like? Is it his glasses, is it his age, is it the city; what is it? Then at the end I talked about trying to discover the underlying behavioral economics aspects of it. Data mining is, unfortunately I think, something which we can do well if we get some offline data, or if we screen scrape, but is not all that useful for creating new stuff. So, that was my own little notes here on the board for the talk; that I wanted to take you from data mining to statistical issues somewhere.

Audience member 1:  Coming from a discipline marketing, where a lot of these things coexist, which you will often find towards discovery, as you're moving to new methods. I was thinking you may have a new term like "EFnography" or things like that, where you're trying to really discover what's going on. But, it does fall back into actual purchase behavior and all sorts of those activities. So, if you can think of it as a sort of continuum of methods, from what they are actually doing and looking at that, and uncovering it off to trying to live in their lives. But, if you discover things, that should also come back and be patterns that firms will observe, and that should relate to experiments that firms can do. So, you can kind of close the loop by whatever is discovered as you move off further down that list. It should also be showing back up in the data, and therefore people using all these tools and techniques should find out if that's true, and very quickly be able to see that those kinds of discoveries and actions are consistent, whether they'll fit.

Andreas Weigend:  Totally, I totally agree. When I do this left‑side right‑side, when I did this here a couple of years ago, I said none of us, none of you should have raised your hand which you think is better, but we should have asked, what is the behavior we are trying to drive, what are the objector functions? It is similar to machine loading, that you need to figure out first, what is the objective you are try to reach. Marketing is very much closer to what the company tries to do, particularly now in much more performance based advertising. Two thirds of all advertising dollars spent are now spent on performance‑based advertising, not just online, but online and offline, as somebody told me. Yes?

Audience member 2:  I'll comment on that question. For Web 2.0 where it's experimentation, participation, and interaction, as with the presentation we heard a moment ago, one has to think about the process of the participation and interaction that generated the data, to understand what the properties of the data are going to be.

Audience member 2:  So, increasingly we have been interested in a number of things, one of which is a dual process of service delivery, where there's a human interface and an automated interface, and people move back and forth between it. As they do, you're collecting data, how do you analyze that data? What are the processes of that data that you get?

Audience member 2:  Then, the second issues, for the taxonomy that you covered, if you have a database which is building, such as Wikipedia, or where someone has a wiki, where they are doing a project with a number of people dispersed throughout the world, and if they are adding things to it, some of whom you know, some of whom you don't know. The issue is how do you categorize that data, how do you analyze how it's growing, the pace of growth, the nature of growth, the diversity of information in it, and then what are the disciplining mechanisms that cause people to try and put good information on it?

Audience member 2:  It's surprising, this issue in Science indicated that Wikipedia really has accuracy as good, in most cases, for most of the trial that they ran in experiments, as the online Encyclopedia Britannica, which left that business a little disappointed. How do you analyze that kind of amorphous data, how do you really if you are using it, how do you know which part is accurate, it turns out that most of it so far, for reasons we may not completely understand, is fairly accurate.

Audience member 2:  Then the third data issue that comes into place is when you are explicitly sharing private data with other parties. That is in a supply chain where you choose to make open your database to your partners downstream or upstream, in the supply chain, or parts of it. But, you have security precautions, which give them access to portions of your database and not all of your database. What are the properties of the actions of the downstream partner, who then relies on your information to make their decisions, you have to keep in mind that the actions that they make, such as pricing decisions or other supply chain decisions by retailers, are going to be conditioned on information they have received from upstream partners, but only perhaps a portion of that information.

Audience member 2:  So, you have to think through an analysis of data where you have to say this data is kind of data but it's also tagged as "security open" as opposed to "security closed". So, there are a whole set of issues about data to analyze; there are at least a number of areas where the data generating process is influenced by either the service, the wiki environment, or the data, or the security shared information environment.

Audience member 3:  A different question, you talk through the perceived role of Web 2.0 and 3.0 with more and more information open in a sense, more and more people willing to give up information online. On the other hand, you see more and more government activities in pursuant of privacy. Google for instance, China for example, how do you see that kind of balance, sort of interaction play out?

Andreas Weigend:  I think the question, which we should think about, is really the question of data co‑ownership. I don't know what the NSA is doing, I have no idea, and with Yahoo and China, the general view I have is that if a company decides to go into a country, there are legal implications, laws you have to abide by. I'm not a lawyer, really that's very, very far from my expertise. But, the question of, you are helping Google to improve its search algorithms by showing on which of the results Google is returning you are clicking. You are helping Amazon.com with its recommendation algorithms by first providing data on people what are to click, but secondly also on the meta estimation of parameters whether this model or that model is a better model.

Andreas Weigend:  That's why I end with the economic model of the interaction. Just as we, I believe, see it coming there, that people are micro‑charging for services they provide, I think people will be expecting more than "Free Ads which are relevant!" in terms of search terms that they enter. By the way, what we're talking about relevant here, on for instance, Adsense, the click‑through probably is less that 0.1 percent That means, out of 1,000 ads, 999 are not relevant. We still have a very long way to go, to really actually have a value in those ads, which Google is displaying for us in exchange for the attention which we are giving it.

Audience member 3:  Will consumers ever become less willing to give information? At the moment, it seems to me like most models are based on them becoming more and more like Friendster or MySpace, will there ever be some kind of change of character?

Andreas Weigend:  I think people like to share, if you give them an environment that is not over restrictive. Why is Friendster dying and MySpace blossoming? Friendster was too restrictive in saying these are the fields you can fill in. MySpace, "Hey do whatever you want! If you want dark pink on light pink, be my guest! Nobody can read it but you feel you are expressing yourself and great."

Audience member 2:  If I could comment on that I couldn't agree more. There's one domain where people are willing to share but within limits, which is in emails. So, spam is a significant problem. Permission marketing is a great vehicle for firms, and a great vehicle for consumers who want to participate in permission marketing. But consumers are much more weary about allowing themselves to be put on a permission marketing list. There is an area and increasingly spam has become an increasingly large problem, because technological solutions are only a partial answer, the question are there economic solutions to spam, and other solutions? They want to be open, and it's really efficient for people in the marketing, in this group, permission marketing is a really fascinating way to reach people, it's not to costly, except the cost is downloaded to the consumer, you might want to avoid that.

Audience member 4:  I find your comment about experimentation interesting, and you said industry has the capability to run lots of experiments, they can mix or sort of access, they are outside of the fence. In other domains people have had that problem, and they have come to some agreement to solve it. For example if you look at financial domain, many business schools now have a small amount of money where they allow the students and faculty to invest it, and play with real stock market or other markets, and see how their strategies behave. Do you ever see that happening in ecommerce? Do you see this as something that's coming out of universities, something that allows them to do controlled experiments?

Andreas Weigend:  Experiments are so much at the central fabric of companies like Amazon.com. That is not about doing controlled experiments. When I was at Amazon I sent for [Inaudible name] at MIT so we could do some experiments. But that's not we're talking right now. We're talking really that this experiment nature is so much at the core strategy of what those companies do, that unfortunately, their philosophies are very different from let's do some experiments to find out how things work, to we throw out lots of stuff all the time, every half hour a new software release, and then we just measure, measure, measure, what works, and we just adopt this.

Andreas Weigend:  So it's really just in a loop if you will, if you think about Fortran programming or something, it's really in a loop where the experiment sits as opposed to somewhere attached on the outside.

Audience member 4:  But don't worry about the history, look at the stock market kind of work. Early 1900 people had the same mentality, they do technical analysis, find some silly parameter here and there and go and put in money, and they you had the big crash of the 30s, which forced people to start doing science. Today, you're not going to just go and do experiments. There is a much better science of how financial instruments behave. We have already had one bubble burst in ecommerce. Doesn't Amazon dot com know that they are going to run into the same thing unless there is a good science and understanding of what is going on?

Andreas Weigend:  One thing I actually want to say to some of the questions before, what is very important, is that companies work hard, and most of them don't work hard enough, to be clear on what it means to do well. Just a fact that the flood brings in a couple of cool articles in response to some search means nothing at all, looking at the Wikipedia and Britannica example. Having some human look at 10 keywords and looking up what this source says or what that source says is not enough.

Andreas Weigend:  Finance people are super good in running back testing and in cleaning data, companies like D.E. Shaw spend so much money on their testing infrastructure and on their data cleaning infrastructure compare to their model building effort. I think what we can do is to really help getting the methodology of evaluation clean and crisp, and it's just tiring for me to see companies again and again coming up with some anecdotes, which is precisely what we saw 100 years ago in finance, of if the head and shoulder pattern, is this way then we'll do that.

Andreas Weigend:  So if you get the metrics clear, and then just measure whatever you do, how it affects the metrics, than that's the best you can do. The hard part is to capture long term effects. It's very easy to capture short term effects. One of the statistical seriously difficult problems is to come up in a non‑stationary environment, everything changes all the time, what will be the long term effects, for instance of Amazon.com, of showing sponsored links? So how often do you show to somebody, that if they go to shopping.com, they will probably find better pants than if they tried to find these pants at Amazon, and that they don't go to Amazon.com at the beginning anymore.

Andreas Weigend:  As I said, this on the other hand being confounded with people using search engines more and more as the entry point into virtually everything, it makes long term effect modeling very, very difficult. So, if you feel like finding a good hard problem then it's really what is the long term effect of doing this versus that? The short term effects we can measure, we don't need statisticians anymore, to measure if we have a million clicks in a day, the mean is 0.1 percent. We don't need to be smart to do those models. But, what's happening with this if it happens ten times? Are these people going to leave then? So, right handed distribution versus left handed, these are the interesting things, the hard statistical problems in ecommerce.

Mike:  So I was intrigued by the interplay between the long tail and Web 2.0. The notion that the long tail suggests that customer preference is much more heterogeneous that would be reflected in a brick and mortar world. How much of the long tail do you think is driven by "I just always liked British Ska music, and now I can find it and actually buy it," versus Web 2.0 technologies allow me to discover products that I otherwise wouldn't have known about. That is, how much of the long tail is driven by Web 2.0, versus just latent customer demand generally. Does that make sense?

Andreas Weigend:  The question makes total sense; of course I don't know the answer. You know Eric and Jeffery, whose study on [Inaudible], but there was something that was quite important in Wired Magazine afterwards. So, that's I think the best state of the art that has happened there. In the information long tail as opposed to the product long tail, I think there people really discover stuff they didn't know existed.

Mike:  Do you have a good example?

Andreas Weigend:  I think if you immerse for yourself for a night into the world of blogs, you would probably find yourself drawn into things and discovering things you never would know exist, sort of the serendipity to discover things. I think we all have personal examples. For me the first time this happened was in '86 when I was at Stanford and I discovered Newsgroups, wow! You know what people talk about here that's just amazing! I think that's another long tail example. But, just not really well supported discovery, it's just that we log in for the first time and it's just amazing what [Inaudible] has. So, I think if you do information discovery, it's just people are curious.

Andreas Weigend:  Who of you knows Hot or Not? The site hotornot.com? I personally have no clue what makes 20 million clicks a day.

 [Laughter – Cybernanny showing up on the screen as Weigend tried to access hotornot.com]

Andreas Weigend:  I think University of Minnesota is taking care of its students very well.

 [Laughter]

Host:  No finer way to end, you guys. Can we say thank you very much?

 [Applause]

Andreas Weigend:  It was a great opportunity and my honor to be here, thank you so much.


